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ABSTRACT

Two experiments were conducted investigating the
prosodic properties and online perception of two types
of narrow focus accents, namely new information and
contrastive accents. Event-related potentials (ERPs)
were therefore computed while people listened to dia-
logues conveying either new information or contrastive
accents in appropriate and inappropriate contexts.
Prosodic analyses of the material show that these two
kinds of accents mainly differ in type (monotonal vs.
bitonal). The electrophysiological data provide evi-
dence that the information structure (IS) is processed
independently from the correctness of the prosodic pat-
tern. An electrophysiological marker occurs for all fo-
cus positions. On the other hand, the perception of
the prosodic patterns is modified by task requirements.
For the first experiment, this leads to detection of the
over- and underspecification of accents, whereas in the
second experiment only the detection of underspecifi-
cation is reflected as a negative waveform in the ERPs.

1 Introduction and previous data

Prosodic focus can be described as the intonational
highlighting of discourse-relevant, i.e., new, informa-
tion by the speaker. According to the preceding dis-
course structure, this new information can either be
confined to discrete constituents or extend to a larger
domain of a sentence (see Ladd, 1996). This di-
chotomy is expressed by various notions with differing
underlying concepts (for an overview see Frota, 2000
[4]). Narrow focus is sometimes seen as conveying
contrastive information in any case, but the concept
adopted here divides narrow foci into those containing
new information (NEW) vs. contrastive information
(CON) [9]. Arguments in favour of a distinction be-
tween broad, narrow new information and contrastive
focus are mostly based on differing discourse functions
and accent phenomena. Regarding discourse functions,
new information in focus (broad or narrow) presents an
extension of the topic of an ongoing discourse as soon
as it is uttered, while this is not the case for contrastive
information. Here, a certain part of the topic of a dis-
course is not being augmented, only being corrected.
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erning accent placement, broad focus follows the
of default accentuation in sentences [7]. Both
w focus accents, on the other hand, are freely
butable in an utterance and only depend on pre-
discourse information.

eboom & Kruyt [7] were among the first pre-
g evidence for perceptual consequences of inap-
iate focus accents with regard to discourse re-
ments. They showed that subjects rated Dutch
nces as acceptable when they contained either
us-marked (new) or a non-focus-marked (given)
ituent which is accented (correct and overspeci-
ccents). If, instead, a focus-marked (new) ele-
was not accented (underspecification of accents),
ntences were rated inacceptable. Birch & Clifton
ted similar results for English [3].
on these findings, Hruska et al. [5] used event-

d potentials (ERPs) to investigate the real-time
ption of correctly and incorrectly placed broad
narrow (new information) accents in German .
context questions were presented auditorily, fol-
by answering sentences which either comprised
priate or inappropriate focus accents. Behav-
results showed that participants were very good
tecting whether the accent distribution in the an-
matched the focus structure established by the

xt. The electrophysiological data revealed a ro-
positive waveform reflecting the online detection
e elements in focus. Additionally, the presenta-
f sentences with broad focus in a context that es-
hed narrow focus evoked a strong negative wave-
for missing accents in the ERPs. Notably, there
o effect for the presentation of narrow focus ac-
that followed broad focus questions superfluous
ts. The positive peak in this study very much
bled the Closure Positive Shift (CPS) that was
lished by Steinhauer, Alter & Friederici [10] as
rker of intonational structuring. Now this ERP
onent was also found to be related to informa-
tructural processing.
t behavioral results of Alter et al. [1] for German,
rahmer & Swerts [6] for Dutch also provide evi-
for a diverging perception of narrow new infor-
n vs. contrastive accents in context. Both stud-
nvergingly report that the two accent types are
entiated by listeners. Furthermore, the studies
t higher acceptance rates for sentences with con-



trastive accents in narrow focus environments, hence
for the overspecification of prosodic parameters. On
the other hand, underspecified focus accents, which
were new information accents in contrastive environ-
ments, were refused quite categorically.
The study at hand now addresses the question whether
the presentation of NEW- or CON-accents in appro-
priate or inappropriate focus environments also leads
to consequences in event-related components, as indi-
cated by the results of Hruska et al.

2 Material

44 dialogues per condition were produced by two fe-
male native speakers of German (one for the declar-
atives, and one for the interrogatives), and recorded
in a soundproof chamber. Examples are displayed in
Table 1. The sentences were then digitized at 44.1

NEW Am Samstag hat Peter mir etwas versprochen.

Peter promised me sth. on saturday. (literal)

Was hat er dir denn versprochen?

What did he promise you?

Er hat mir versprochen, [Anna zu entlasten

und die Kueche zu putzen.]NEW
He promised me to support Anna

and to clean the kitchen.

CON Am Samstag hat Peter mir etwas versprochen.

Peter promised me sth. on saturday. (literal)

Hat er dir versprochen, FRAUKE zu entlasten?

Did he promise you to support Frauke?

Er hat mir versprochen, [ANNA]CON [zu

entlasten und die Kueche zu putzen.]NEW
He promised me to support Anna

and to clean the kitchen.

Table 1: Examples for correct dialogues conveying either a
new information accent (NEW) or a contrastive
accent (CON) on the second noun.

kHz/16bit/Mono and normalized in loudness. Dura-
tions of constituents and pauses as well as the course of
the F0 were computed for the critical third sentences.
Incorrect accentuation patterns for both experiments
were created by combining the first two sentences of
one condition with the critical accent-conveying sen-
tence of the other condition, hence a context estab-
lishing new information focus (NEW) followed by a
contrastive accent (CON) and vice versa.

3 Method and Procedure

Twenty healthy right-handed students [8] took part in
Experiment 1 and twenty-two (mean age 24) in Ex-
periment 2. Since the task requirements were the only
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ng factor between the experiments, participants
always instructed to listen to the 4 x 44 dia-
s which were presented in a pseudo-randomized
. In Experiment 1, participants were asked to
er a yes/no-question regarding the content of the
gues in 25% of the trials. The appearance of the
as only indicated after a trial. For Experiment 2,

cipants were instructed to judge the prosodic ap-
iateness of the critical sentence to the preceding
xt. The electroencephalogram (EEG) was con-
usly recorded from 25 scalp electrodes while the
cts sat in an electro-magnetically shielded cham-
nd listened to the dialogues. To avoid eye move-
s, a fixation point was presented on a screen in
of the participants during sentence presentation.
data collection, all trials containing eye blinks

ovement artifacts were rejected. The ERPs were
time-locked to the beginning of the critical third
nce, and averaged per condition and for each sub-
eparately.

4 Results

peech production data
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re 1: Stylized course of F0 for condition NEW (black)
and CON (grey).

tonational languages like German, the fundamen-
equency (F0) provides the main prosodic cues for
nterpretation of utterances. For our perceptual
the accentuation on the first noun (‘Anna‘) is of
interest. Here, we expected prosodic parameters

ffer between condition NEW and CON. In figure
lized intonation contours for each condition are

ayed (averaged over 44 sentences per condition).
evident that the phrase before the critical noun in
ition CON is deaccented as compared to the same
range in condition NEW. Even the boundary tone
e last syllable of the focus-preceding phrase is not
ed as H% [2] in condition CON, but is subject to
al deaccenting and downstep. In the position of
oun in focus (’Anna‘), condition CON then ex-
s a slightly higher F0 peak than condition NEW
vs. 280 Hz). The F0 for CON peaks during the
ulation of the first syllable, whereas for NEW the



pitch peak shifts to the second syllable of the noun.
Additionally, only in condition CON a sudden drop
of the F0 is measurable after the noun. According
to these patterns, we conclude that the focus accent
on new information is monotonal (H*) whereas it is
bitonal (H*L) for the contrastive/correction focus.

4.2 Behavioral data
In Experiment 1 (content question task) a percent-
age of 89,3 % correct answers was attained. Reaction
times will not be reported. In Experiment 2 (prosodic
judgement task), the error rates for the trials with cor-
rect accentuation to the preceding context were lower
(NEW=11.6%; CON=15.9%) than for the trials with
an incorrect accentuation (CON-context with NEW-
accent [CN]= 21.0%; NEW-context with CON-accent
[NC]= 66.2%).
Figure 2 displays the average ERPs for the whole group
of participants of Experiment 1 (n=20) and figure 3 for
Experiment 2 (n=22). Please note that in the follow-
ing figures the ERPs are always plotted to the same
acoustic input, only differing in its appropriateness to
a preceding context.

4.3 ERP data: content question
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Figure 2: ERPs illustrated at the parieto-central elec-
trode. The solid line depicts the contrastive
accent in appropriate context (CON) and the
dotted line shows the same accent but in NEW-
context (NC).

The waveform for the appropriate association of con-
text and focus accents exhibits one large positive shift
in the position of the expected contrastive information,
hence the noun. This positive waveform corresponds
to the Closure Positive Shift (CPS) found by Hruska
et al. It again appears for those sentence constituents
that are expected to be in focus due to the context.
Within the NEW-context, this is true for the noun
and the verb while only the noun can be expected to
be focused in the CON-context.
Also for the inappropriate association of NEW-context
and CON-accent, two CPS occur analogous to the in-
formation foci established by the preceding context.
Furthermore, two negative peaks can be distinguished
in the ERPs to the incorrect condition. The first one
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s in the site of the noun when a NEW-accent is
expected but a CON-accent presented. A sec-

egative shift appears in the locus of the following
when a NEW-accent is again being assumed but
receding adjacent contrastive accent causes the
tuation on the verb to be perceived as not promi-
enough to fit the expected accent pattern [8].

RP data: prosodic judgment
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re 3: ERPs illustrated at the parieto-central elec-
trode. The solid line depicts the new informa-
tion accent in appropriate context (NEW) and
the dotted line shows the same accent but in
CON-context (CN).

effect of information structural processing is less
r in this experiment. The condition with con-
cy between context and accent pattern (NEW)

rently exhibits two Closure Positive Shifts, one
e noun and one for the verb. But, the incon-
t condition with CON-context and NEW-accent
hows this pattern although it is not triggered by
ontext. Also, a negative peak appears in the in-
uent condition (CN) in noun position where a
astive focus accent is being awaited but ‘only‘ a
nformation accent audible.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

results show that there is not only one narrow
accent. First, new information accents and con-
ve accents differ with respect to their acoustic
rties, hence in accent type (monotonal H* vs.
al H*L). Secondly, the human brain is well able
tect these focus accents whenever they occur in
adequate information structural environment.

for both experiments exhibit the processing of
ation structural requirements, as reflected by

PS (preliminary data of a follow-up study cleared
ccurence of two CPS in Experiment 2). The in-
tion that is expected to be new or contrastive
ding to the context always evokes a CPS in the
sponding focus positions. So, for the context es-
hing the noun and the verb as focus positions
), consistently two positions are processed while



listening to the focus-conveying sentences. Accord-
ingly, only one focus position is processed within a
context establishing the noun as being contrastive in
the following sentence. Importantly, this effect seems
to be largely independent of the actual task and ac-
cent realization. It is also evident in the (prosodically)
incorrect conditions and under differing task require-
ments.
But, the differences between the ERPs of Experiment 1
& 2 also show evidence for the result‘s reliance on task
requirements. For the content question task in Exper-
iment 1, subjects actually did not explicitely have to
consider prosody nor information structure to gain to
correct result. On the other hand, the task for Exper-
iment 2 was only to be solved with an explicit analysis
of the prosodic and information structural properties
of the discourse sets. Since information structural pro-
cessing was found to be task-independent, differences
in the ERP results can then only be evoked by the de-
viating processing of the prosodic structure.
In Experiment 1, these prosodic mismatch effects occur
when a context establishing new information focus is
presented with a contrastively accented sentence (NC)
as compared to an appropriate NEW-accent. The re-
sulting two negative peaks can consequently be inter-
preted as reflecting the brain‘s detection mechanism
for the mis-specification of prosodic parameters in dis-
course. For the first peak, the noun position, the con-
trastive accent is acoustically too specified to be inte-
grated into the NEW-discourse. On the other hand,
the second peak in verb position appears due to a per-
ceptual prominence phenomenon as described by Ladd
et al. Although the speech production data shows
equivalent accent types and peak heights in verb po-
sition for the conditions NEW and CON, their per-
ception may differ. Ladd et al. showed that an accent
immediately following ‘emphatically‘ stressed elements
lowers the perceived prominence of that second accent.
The negative peak on the verb is then interpretable as
the detection of a virtually underspecified accent in the
context where a new information accent is expected.
The negative peaks in Experiment 2 are consistent
with this interpretation. But here, they only occur
for acoustically underspecified focus accents, hence in
the case of NEW-accents in contexts establishing con-
trastive focus. It seems that under an explicit struc-
tural analysis, as required in the judgment task, acous-
tically overspecified information can be suppressed or
‘overheard‘.
These ERP data are also consistent with our behav-
ioral results since only the error rate for the condition
with a CON-accent in the context establishing new in-
formation focus (NC) was significantly higher than for
the other conditions.
To conclude, our behavioral and electrophysiological
results are consistent with former studies that em-
ployed a behavioral paradigm [7, 1] and also with the
electrophysiological data of Hruska et al. [5].
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